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QUANTIFYING SATISFACTION
Anyone who pays for a service expects satisfaction,
but can satisfaction be quantified? Does satisfaction
have the same meaning for everyone? What are the units
of measurement? In airport operations and planning,
the discussion is normally restricted to passengers’
expectations through the concept of Level of Service (LoS).
According to the IATA Airport Development Reference
Manual (ADRM), LoS is a way to ensure that demand,
processing rates and service quality are taken into
consideration when defining airport service levels.
LoS deals with two variables: space (in square meters
per person) and waiting time (in minutes). One can try to
use formulas to calculate the LoS, however there are so
many variables that can affect the LoS in an airport system
that simulation tools are recommended in order to make
accurate assessments. Arcport Terminal, a comprehensive
airport management and planning simulation tool from
Transoft Solutions, is one such tool.

Safe and efficient
passenger flow
A mobile dual rope system that enables efficient and safe
passenger flow, SafePass, from Norwegian firm Safe
Solutions, helps increase ground-handling resource efficiency.
The system is easy to handle, robust and designed for the
challenging airport industry environment. The product will also
contribute to resource saving – its use of a double set of ropes
means that there is no longer any need for a wing-guard.
Furthermore, an orderly system, which SafePass provides,
also helps increase customer satisfaction.
It also helps airlines achieve punctuality, reduces the risk of
tail-tipping by enabling dual boarding, makes it possible to avoid
close proximity boarding, and improves safety, thus enabling the
airlines to safeguard their legal responsibility. A demo video
of the solution can be seen on the Safe Solutions website.
Please contact the company to hear more about SafePass.
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There is normally a trade-off between the LoS
offered and the cost that it takes to offer such an
LoS. Arcport Terminal offers a platform to easily
make sensitivity analyses so that changes to airport
design and operations can be quickly tested and
the impact of those changes analyzed before they
are implemented in the real world.
Arcport Terminal can also determine the number of
facilities required to accommodate passengers according
to predefined service standards. The fundamental service
standards are typically waiting time in queues, length of
queues and number of people in predefined areas.
Targets may be set as percentiles or maximum, for
example a typical setup in Arcport Terminal will determine
the number of emigration counters needed
Transoft
if the 95th percentile waiting time is set to
Solutions
X minutes, while the maximum queue
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length is set to X passengers.
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